The Pharmaceutical Heiress
Meet Jane, the daughter successor to a European pharmaceutical business. She had been closely involved with the business since her graduation with an MBA in Pharma eight years previously. Her father and the business founder planned to see her safely installed as CEO before retiring. So far, so good. Yet Jane faced a number of dilemmas: family tensions that followed her appointment; the need to manage a brother's altered expectations; the need to persuade the industry that she was not a "soft touch" after her father's more autocratic style; and finally, deciding how to honor his legacy while taking control on her terms.
Although the career constraints that Jane faced were unique to her situation, many of you may face similar challenges, perhaps even feeling that solutions are beyond your control. We will now introduce a three-part strategy to help you begin the process of overcoming career constraints. It involves examining key areas that you can influence, and that will lead you to taking control on your terms. You will need to consider:
Your ambition.
The network that will support it.
The biases that could thwart it.
Articulating ambition, stress checking and setting goals
You cannot take control of your career without first articulating your ambition --and by the way, ambition is a positive quality so we can forget the societal norms that tell us otherwise.
Take a moment to think: what particular role do you passionately want to play in the family business? Start by writing your ideal job description, because the exercise will force you to reflect deeply on, and then to articulate, your ambition. Go beyond your comfort zone as you formulate ideas. Play devil's advocate with everything you are writing so that you can justify and defend your position.
Stress Check
It is essential to assess your strengths and scrutinize your weaknesses in order to maximize the value of your talents. What is your Achilles' heel? What do you deliberately avoid and why? Next, create an inventory of your unique core skills, talents and professional achievements. Acknowledging these skills, and how they can drive the business forward, is the first step to demonstrating that you can and should play a pivotal role in its future success.
Analyzing and maximizing your network and exposure
Approaching your network strategically will build your reputation and extend your influence in the industry. It will also enhance your authority and help increase the support needed to overcome some of the more negative forces at play on the road to leadership, including allusions to nepotism and the challenges of genderbased biases.
Become a mentor and role model
Much is written about the importance of finding a mentor, but we would suggest the value of becoming a mentor to a more junior woman in your industry. While offering invaluable support to those women who are encountering challenges that you have already navigated, a growing network of mentees will consolidate your reputation as a strong female role model in the sector.
Advocate for yourself; extend your exposure
Having identified your unique skills and talents, you need to learn to talk about them and what they are bringing to the business. Remember, you are the ambassador of your accomplishments; they will not speak for themselves. Writing articles, speaking as an expert at conferences, sitting on advisory boards and building a strong network will help you to achieve this.
Analyze your network; increase your support
Have you mapped out your network? Are you trying to build an influential profile by yourself, or do you have supporters who can help you? Remember that a strong network will connect you, advise you, support, inform and teach you, and advocate on your behalf. It is never too early to ensure your network is as strong as possible. Does it include members of the family business board, the advisory board, and external advisors/investors who can both advise you and advocate on your behalf? This network will be invaluable in demonstrating to others that your expertise and experience, rather than your last name, make you the best woman for the job.
When biases become obstacles
You may face biases in your leadership journey, including those mentioned in Ernest & Young's 2016 research "The Next Generation Survey: The Female Perspective," such as gender stereotypes regarding skills and confidence in abilities within the family business. Perhaps the most important piece of advice we can give is to be scrupulously careful in the language you use to describe your achievements or leadership qualities. Agentic language -which tends to be used to describe men and includes terms like "forceful," "visionary," "entrepreneurial," "competitive," "strategic," "results-driven" -is the language more often associated with leaders and leadership. Communal languagewhich tends to be used to describe female skills and includes "team-player," "peace-maker," "collaborative," "supportive," "helpful" -is less associated with leadership descriptors.
Be aware of how language shapes perceptions. When discussing your business achievements, consider adjusting your language and articulating your skills depending on the audience. Consider questioning/expanding the language used to describe what makes a great leader for your family business. Finally, let's return to our pharmaceutical heiress, Jane, and revisit some of those strategies we developed together to help her take control of her career.
Solutions: A transition to leadership
Back to basics: as the youngest and favorite child, Jane faced hostility, unfounded criticism and concerns about her management capabilities from a brother who had expected to succeed their father. To address these challenges, we went back to basics and encouraged Jane to articulate her ambition and the goals she needed to achieve to realize it. This reflective process increased Jane's confidence stepping into the role of CEO and helped her determine how best she could steer the business.
Addressing biases. Next, we listed the brother's criticisms and the biases they represented. Jane's decision to proactively confront each one enabled us to scrutinize her soft-skills and whether his judgment might be justified. Indeed, she did need to improve how she communicated, especially in managing difficult conversations and fine-tuning her negotiation skills. These were vital areas to master if she was to become the authoritative leader she aspired to be. Leveraging her network. One taunt from her brother lingered in Jane's mind: "The industry know you will be a soft touch after Papa." We reviewed her network and found people who could speak on her behalf about her accomplishments. By expanding her existing network, Jane is becoming known for her expertise and skill in the industry, not as the favorite daughter that a doting father had designated as his successor. While this all remains a work in progress, Jane has firmly taken control of her new role, on her terms.
Conclusion
Anna Wintour once noted that "people respond well to those who know what they want." Women can take control of their careers and become enormously empowered in the process, but they must first know what they want and be able to articulate their ambition boldy. So be strategic in your thinking and disciplined in your goals, and understand the key areas that you can influence. You should achieve the role that you so richly deserve. We wish you the very best of luck.
